CYBERESCAPE ONLINE
A TEAM TRAINING EXPERIENCE

ONLINE TEAM-BASED CYBER SECURITY TRAINING THAT CREATE AN ENGAGING GAMIFIED EXPERIENCE FOR ALL LEVELS OF EMPLOYEES

A NEW WAY TO TRAIN REMOTELY

- Host a collaborative training experience with participants from all over the world from the comfort of their own chair.
- Train on the security concepts that are most important to you during the debriefing.
- Use our scheduling and reporting system for easy and efficient sign-ups, and clear reporting to help show return on investment.

CRITICALMASS REMOTE

Suspicious behavior at Gizmo Corp. leads one team of remote investigators on a heart-pounding pursuit of a cyber criminal heist which could leak $millions...You are that team!

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

- Combat PHISHING, SPEAR-PHISHING, Voice Phishing (VISHING) and SMS-Phishing (SMISHING) by identifying red flags that social engineers leave behind
- SECURE A Wfh WORKSPACE (7 Deadly Sins of Work From Home)
- Learn Proper DATA CLASSIFICATION
- Change DEFAULT CREDENTIALS and Protect IoT Devices
- Discover evidence of INSIDER THREATS & Cyber Criminals
- Learn 10 FUNDAMENTALS OF SECURITY AWARENESS

SPECIAL OFFER!

$5,000 FOR 1,000 PARTICIPANTS FOR THE FIRST 50 SIGN UPS
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